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Abstract—In this letter,we use magnetooptical Kerr effect magnetometry on extended samples to measure local hysteresis
curves as a function of an externally applied field in a magnetostriction-free amorphous ribbon and an elliptical Permalloy
film element. Although these materials are magnetically soft and have almost zero coercive field, we find that the local
hysteresis curves have a highly nonlinear hysteretic character, displaying both counterclockwise and clockwise rotation
senses when cycling the loops. This unexpected result can be explained by looking at the total hysteresis curve of the
materials as a superposition of local curves and can be described mathematically using the formalism of the Preisach
model. Within the framework of this model, we derive the conditions under which a superposition of clockwise and
counterclockwise hysteresis loops can lead to a hysteresis-less system, and devise a technique to map the hysterons
that define the first-order reversal-curve distribution to physical regions in the specimens.

Index Terms—Magnetism in solids, magnetic domains, hysterons, magnetic hysteresis, inverted hysteresis, magnetooptical Kerr effect,
Kerr microscopy, first-order reversal-curve distribution, Preisach model.

I. INTRODUCTION

F ERROMAGNETIC amorphous ribbons are soft magnetic mate-
rials that have been developed for numerous applications. The

magnetization curves of such ribbons are known for very small or
even vanishing hysteresis, and the total energy loss is often negligi-
ble [Hilzinger 2013]. In this letter, we show, nevertheless, that amor-
phous ribbons do display highly unusual, clockwise and counterclock-
wise hysteresis loops when the magnetization is measured locally as a
function of an externally applied field. This surprising phenomenon can
also be observed in magnetic films if the magnetization reversal is dom-
inated by domain processes. In the following two sections, we present
examples of such phenomena for the cases of an amorphous ribbon
and an elliptical Permalloy film element. Then, in Section IV, we intro-
duce a mathematical description of the magnetization curves in both
materials based on the classical Preisach model. More importantly, we
derive the conditions under which a superposition of clockwise and
counterclockwise hysteresis loops can lead to a hysteresisless system,
and devise a technique to map the hysterons that define the first-order
reversal-curve (FORC) distribution to physical regions in the ribbon
and film. Similar analysis methods have been used by Dobrotă [2015]
who investigated the effect of switching and interaction fields on the
FORC distribution, and by Groß [2019] who analyzed the effect of
particular structural parameters on the FORC distribution.

II. UNEXPECTED HYSTERESIS PHENOMENA IN
AMORPHOUS RIBBON

The hysteresis curve of a zero-magnetostrictive, cobalt-based,
50 mm × 4.5 mm × 20 µm amorphous ribbon is shown in Fig. 1(a).
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The curve was measured inductively using a fluxmeter and an air-flux-
compensated pickup coil close to the middle of the ribbon, as indicated
in Fig. 1(b). The magnetic field was applied along the ribbon’s long
axis, and the sweeping frequency was 0.05 Hz. The field was generated
in a 24 cm long solenoid by creating an opening that allowed us to
introduce the lens of a Kerr microscope in the center [see Fig. 1(c)].
The drop in magnetic field caused by the opening was compensated
by additional windings around the hole to ensure that the field is
homogeneous along the center axis of the solenoid. As expected in
the case of a good soft magnet, the coercivity of this material is almost
vanishing.

During the measurements, the magnetic domains were imaged by
longitudinal wide-field Kerr microscopy [Schaefer 2007, Soldatov
2017a] using a 2.5× objective lens, which has a field of view suf-
ficiently wide to capture the whole ribbon width within one frame.
The magnetization process, observed along the hysteresis curve and
visualized by selected domain images in Fig. 1(d), is characterized by
a narrow spike domain, entering the image from the bottom (image
1) and proceeding upward. The spike domain is nucleated at the
lower blunt end of the ribbon together with numerous other spikes
against which it wins and propagates (not shown, but experimentally
observed). By proceeding, the domain gets wider and forms a regular
180◦ reversed domain (image 2), which grows by the motion of its two
domain walls (image 3). Interestingly, this process is reproducible—as
long as the field is kept within the limits of the curve. If a strong field
is applied, which eliminates the spikes at the blunt ends (typically by a
factor of 10 stronger than the maximum field used for the loop measure-
ment), new spike domains are formed on decreasing the field, which
may lead to a different reversed domain that dominates the process.

The 180◦ domains, presented in Fig. 1(d), are strictly magnetized
along the vertical axis that coincides with the longitudinal ribbon axis
along which the field was applied. This indicates the presence of a
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Fig. 1. Magnetometry and domains on a rapidly quenched amor-
phous ribbon VC6030 from Vacuumschmelze Hanau (thanks to Gisel-
her Herzer for providing the ribbon). (a) Inductively measured magneti-
zation loop at the sample location shown in (b) with the ribbon placed
in the solenoid shown in (c). The images in (d) display selected domain
states along the forward [images (1)–(6)] and backward branches [im-
ages (7)–(9)] of the MOKE loops presented in (e) [full imaging area], (f)
Area A, and (g) Area B. The MOKE loops were recorded by integrating
over the whole image area (e) and over local areas (f) and (g) with a
size of 0.5 mm × 2 mm as marked in (d). For the Kerr measurements,
the microscope was run in the pure in-plane mode with sensitivity along
the ribbon axis [Soldatov 2017a]. The axis labeling of the inductive loop
also applies to the MOKE loops.

longitudinal anisotropy. If the magnetization curves were measured
on a tape-wound core of the same material, a Z-type (i.e., square) loop
would be expected [Hilzinger 2013]. The finite ribbon length in our
case and the related demagnetization field enforce a sheared Z-loop
that allows us to observe the domains using Kerr microscopy (note that
in case of an unshared Z-loop, the fast switching by 180◦ domain wall
motion would prohibit to catch the domains in an image).

Besides for domain imaging, our wide-field Kerr microscope can
also be used as magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometer
by plotting the image intensity of a selectable region of interest as a
function of the applied magnetic field [Soldatov 2017b]. Such MOKE
loops, obtained in the same ribbon after the pickup coil was removed,
are shown in Fig. 1(e)–(g). It is important to notice that MOKE
measurements on a bulk material like an amorphous ribbon are only
sensitive to surface domains [Lopatina 2015, Marko 2015] within a

magnetooptical information depth of about 20 nm [Kuch 2015]. Yet,
for our ribbon this does not present a problem because no traces of
a layered domain pattern [Hubert 1998] are visible and because the
observed 180◦ domains are expected to expand through the depth of
the ribbon. A special behavior of the surface domains compared to
those in the volume of the ribbon is thus unlikely. As a confirmation
of this assumption, we observe that the MOKE loop obtained on a 4.5
mm × 3 mm area that covers the entire width of the ribbon [Fig. 1(e)]
is practically identical to the loop measured inductively [Fig. 1(a)].

Unexpected MOKE hysteresis curves are found when local sample
areas are evaluated. Two such loops, measured in the two areas marked
by white frames in Fig. 1(d), are presented in (f) and (g). In both
cases, the coercivity is strongly enhanced compared to the overall
loop in (e). Even more remarkable are the loop characters: while the
curve in Fig. 1(g) resembles a normal, counterclockwise hysteresis
curve, the loop in Fig. 1(f) is inverted [Aharoni 1994], i.e., it is cycled
clockwise. Furthermore, this loop is highly asymmetric, showing a
spike on the forward branch and a plateau on the backward branch.
The spike is related to an intermediate backward domain wall motion
within frame (A) as can be seen by following the wall motion in the
image sequence (2)–(5) in Fig. 1(d), whereas the plateau reflects wall
pinning in the frame area [images (7) and (8)]. In contrast, the ribbon
is magnetized by steady wall motion across the frame at location
(B) [see images (6) and (9)]. The overall loops [Fig. 1(a) and (e)]
may be seen as a superposition of local loops as the ones presented
in (f) and (g). Note that the existence of local hysteresis loops that
are cycled clockwise in some regions does not mean that these areas
are energy sources inside the ribbon, because the magnetization is
plotted versus the externally applied field and not versus the local
magnetic field. The latter, which comprises the external field and local
demagnetizing fields created by the domain neighborhood, cannot
easily be determined for (large) multidomain samples. The results
presented in Fig. 1(f) should thus not be misunderstood as contradicting
the second law of thermodynamics [Bertotti 1998].

Note that inverted hysteresis loops have often been reported. For
instance, such loops were found in amorphous Gd-Co films [Esho
1976], in exchange-coupled multilayers [Aharoni 1994, O’Shea 1994,
Takanashi 1993, Valvidares 2001, Wu 2001, Zheng 2004, Ziese 2010],
in antiferromagnetically coupled hard/soft multilayers [Kim 2006], in
materials with competing anisotropies [Geshev 1998, Ohkoshi 2001,
Tho 2008, Nam 2011], and in bimodal magnetic films with a secondary
grain boundary phase [Maity 2017]. To explain the inverted loops,
several models have been proposed that are based on inhomogeneity ef-
fects [Esho 1976, Lutes 1977, Togami 1978] or on coupling effects like
antiferromagnetic coupling [Gao 1993, Takanashi 1993, O’Shea 1994,
Poulopoulos 1996], exchange coupling [Takanashi 1993, Maity 2017],
magnetostatic interaction [Aharoni 1994, Yan 1996], or anisotropy
competition [Geshev 1998, Nam 2011]. In some cases, it was suggested
that inverted loops can also arise from experimental artifacts rather than
from inhomogeneity effects [Song 2013]. While in the cited articles
the hysteresis loops were mostly obtained by integral magnetometry
methods, ignoring local effects, local (surface-) hysteresis loops have
also been measured in the Vázquez group on amorphous microwires
by using MOKE magnetometry [Ye 2013]. Similar to our observation,
the authors found regular and inverted loops with different coercivities,
which were convincingly interpreted in terms of local demagnetizing
effects and thus varying local positive and negative magnetic fields.
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Fig. 2. MOKE hysteresis loop of a complete elliptical Permalloy film
element with a thickness of 240 nm. Selected domain images along
the forward and backward branches of the loop are shown. The curve
was measured with a maximum field amplitude of ±20 mT to ensure
saturation—plotted is just the range between ±4 mT. Like in Fig. 1, the
loop and domains were recorded in the pure in-plane mode,but by using
a 50× objective lens.

However, a detailed correlation between the loops and domains, which
are finally responsible for the local fields, was not possible due to the
(assumed) core/shell layered domain structure in the microwires.

In the following section, we explore the phenomenon of inverted
local loops in a Permalloy film element, which allows us again to
compare the global loop with local loops but to visualize the domains
of the whole sample at once.

III. HYSTERESIS PHENOMENA IN
PERMALLOY ELEMENT

The MOKE hysteresis curve of a 240 nm thick Permalloy film ellipse
with dimensions around 100 µm together with selected domain images
along the loop is shown in Fig. 2. The curve was obtained by plotting
the Kerr intensity of the whole element as a function of magnetic field
applied along the ellipse axis, which at the same time is the axis of
the Kerr sensitivity and the anisotropy axis. While reducing the field
from saturation, reverse domains are nucleated at the two ends that
are perpendicular to the field axis. These reverse domains grow, and
around ±1.2 mT there are jumps in the loop that are correlated with
a rapid merging of the two domains into a single inverted domain. If
the magnetic field is further decreased, the element continues to be
magnetized smoothly by wall motion and, approaching saturation, by
rotational processes. Coercivity is very low and hardly resolved.

Similar to the case of the amorphous ribbon, the Permalloy ellipse
presents regular and inverted local hysteresis loops, as show in Fig. 3.
Counterclockwise loops are observed at the left and right sides of the
sample, where the magnetization changes due to continuously moving
domain walls (see curves (a) and (b) in Fig. 3). At the center region of
the ellipse, the magnetization changes by abruptly merging domains
in a big Barkhausen jump, and we observe an inverted loop [curve

Fig. 3. Local hysteresis loops in various 7 × 7 µm2 windows, obtained
from the same domain images as in Fig. 2. For (f) and (g), the field axis
is expanded to the maximum applied field of ±20 mT to capture also
the high-coercivity loops close to the ellipse ends. The domain image
shows the zero-field state.

Fig. 4. Coercive field of the local hysteresis loops as a function of the
location in the Permalloy element. Positive coercive fields (red) indicate
counterclockwise loops, whereas negative fields (blue) indicate clock-
wise (inverted) loops.

(c)]. The coercivity vanishes at specific points localized in between
those areas [curves (d) and (e)]. Close to the ends of the ellipse
[curves (f) and (g)], where the reversed domains are nucleated, inverted
loops with high coercivity are observed. The superposition of all these
clockwise and counterclockwise hysteresis curves results into the total
loop shown in Fig. 2.

A detailed, quantitative mapping of the local loop character and
coercivity is presented by a color-coded plot in Fig. 4. In this figure, the
local loops were evaluated by combining the intensity of 2 × 2 camera
pixels of the Kerr microscope, corresponding physically to 0.05 µm2

spots. The figure shows that the overall, very low coercivity of the total
loop of Fig. 2 is due to a cancellation of larger, local coercivities of
regular and inverted loops as already found for the amorphous ribbon.

IV. FORC ANALYSIS AND PREISACH MODEL

The most striking feature of the amorphous ribbon and Permalloy
element presented in the previous section is that the superposition of
highly irreversible hysteretic systems results in a reversible system.
Indeed, if we divide (or discretize) the ribbon or film into a finite set of
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n small regions (or finite elements), where each region represents the
area of the window where the local hysteresis is measured by MOKE,
the total magnetic moment of the sample can be written as

m[h(t )] =
n∑

i=1

mi[h(t )] (1)

where h(t ) is the externally applied magnetic field and mi[h(t )] the
magnetic moment of each region (element). In (1), m[h(t )] and mi[h(t )]
should be regarded as functionals that act on the space of all possible
applied fields h(t ) and not as functions of the current value of the field.
In the case of the amorphous ribbon and Permalloy film, operator
m[h(t )] is reversible in the sense that its value depends only on the
current value of the magnetic field, whereas operators mi[h(t )] are
irreversible and, depending on the index i, are represented by either
clockwise or counterclockwise hysteresis loops.

The above feature of the ribbon and film can be understood in the
framework of the Preisach model, which expresses the total magnetic
moment of a material as the superposition of a reversible set of
operators described by a function R(α) and an irreversible set of op-
erators described by a two-dimensional distribution function P(α, β )
according to

m[h(t )] =
∫ ∞

−∞
R(α)dα +

∫∫
α>β

γ̂αβ [h(t )]P(α, β )dαdβ (2)

where γ̂αβ is the classical (counterclockwise) rectangular hysteresis
operator defined as γ̂αβ [h(t )] = 1 if h(t ) > α or h(t ) ∈ [β, α] and
h(t−) = α, and −1 if h(t ) < β or h(t ) ∈ [β, α] and h(t−) = β. In
these equations, α and β are the “up” and “down” switching values of
the applied field and t− is the value of the time at the last switching
point [Mayergoyz 2003]. Function R(α) is usually called the reversible
component of the FORC (or Preisach) distribution, whereas P(α, β )
is the irreversible component of the distribution. It is easy to show that
if we neglect the small irreversible processes around h = ±1.6 μ0H ,
the Permalloy ellipses in Fig. 2 can be described by the Preisach
model, in which the reversible component is shown by a continuous
red line in Fig. 5(a) and the irreversible component, P(α, β ), is equal to
zero. Since the magnetization loop of the Permalloy film is practically
hysteresisless (see Fig. 2), the whipping-out and congruency theorems
are satisfied as required for the classical Preisach model. The effect of
the local interaction fields is considered as a dispersion of the hysterons
along the α coordinate as described by the reversible distribution R(α).

It is important to note that by writing the FORC distribution in
integral from (2) instead of the traditional differential form

P(α, β ) = −1

2

∂2m(α, β )

∂α∂β

we are correctly emphasizing the role of the reversible distribution
R(α), which otherwise would have been lost as a result of taking the
second-order derivative.

Next, we express the total magnetic moment of the film as a summa-
tion of local components mi[h(t )], in which each component is given
by a “local” FORC distribution, which contains both reversible and
irreversible components. To this end, we split the FORC distribution
in Fig. 5(a) into the two FORC distributions shown in (b) and (c), in
which the first distribution represents a superposition of elementary
counterclockwise hysteresis loops and the second distribution that
of clockwise hysteresis loops. For this split to describe correctly

Fig. 5. Decomposition of the FORC distribution of the Permalloy film
element (a) into two FORC distributions shown in (b) and (c). In addition,
the FORC distribution shown in (c) can be decomposed as a super-
position of elementary Bouc–Wen operators, such as the one shown
in (d).

the original Permalloy film, we need P+(α, β ) + P−(α, β ) = 0 and,
at the same time, the combined reversible and irreversible FORC
distributions shown in Fig. 5(c) (R(α) and P−(α, β )) to model a
superposition of the “elementary Bouc–Wen” operators indicated in
the inset of Fig. 5(d) [Dimian 2013]. Notice that the “elementary Bouc–
Wen” operators satisfy the whipping out and congruency theorems
and are equivalent to a Preisach model given by the reversible Ri(α)
and irreversible P−

i (α, β ) components shown in Fig. 5(d) [Dimian
2013]. Under these conditions the superposition of clockwise and
counterclockwise hysteresis loops can lead to a hysteresisless system.

With the above notations, we can write

m[h(t )] =
n∑

i=1

∫∫
α>β

γ̂αβ [h(t )]P+
i (α, β )dαdβ

+
n∑

i=1

[ ∫ ∞

−∞
Ri(α)dα +

∫∫
α>β

γ̂αβ [h(t )]P−
i (α, β )dαdβ

]

(3)

where the first sum in the right-hand side represents a superposition of
counterclockwise hysteresis loops, whereas the second sum represents
a superposition of clockwise loops.

The last equation shows explicitly how the total magnetic moment of
the sample is distributed throughout the magnetic ribbon and Permal-
loy film. Therefore, by fitting the results of local MOKE measurements
with the ith term in the last equation, we can identify the reversible
and irreversible FORC distributions at each location of the film. This
fitting allows us to assign a location for each hysteron of the original
FORC distribution (which in our case contains only the reversible
component) to a location inside the Permalloy film. For instance, since
the MOKE measurements show that locations (f), (c), and (g) in Fig. 3
are described by clockwise hysteresis loops, it means that the hysterons
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of the reversible FORC distribution R(α) are mostly “located” in
these regions [the rest of the hysterons being located at locations
(d) and (e)]. Since locations (a) and (b) are described by rectangular
counterclockwise hysteresis loops, the hysterons corresponding to
these regions will annihilate the negative hysterons that enter into the
clockwise hysteresis model describing regions (f), (c), and (g), i.e.,∑n

i=1[P+
i (α, β ) + P−

i (α, β )] = 0, and do not have any correspondent
on the reversible FORC distribution.

V. CONCLUSION

Soft magnetic materials such as amorphous ribbons and Permalloy
films have very little or zero coercive field. However, such materials can
display highly nonlinear and irreversible local hysteresis loops. Using
MOKE magnetometry in a wide-field Kerr microscope, we were able to
measure and compare the local hysteresis loops with the global loops of
an amorphous ribbon and an elliptical Permalloy film element. Simul-
taneously the magnetic domains along the magnetization curves were
imaged thus visualizing the processes that were responsible for the
measured hysteresis loops. For both materials, local counterclockwise
and clockwise loops with a large variety of coercivities were observed.
These local loops sum up to the global, very low-coercivity total loops
and can be described by the Preisach model, which also provides
an interpretation for the low coercive fields obtained experimentally
for the entire samples. Complex local hysteresis curves, displaying
both counterclockwise and clockwise rotation senses, are expected
to occur in most magnetic specimens in which domain wall motion
is involved in the magnetization process. Note that in this letter no
attempt was made to determine the local magnetic fields—this would
require support by domain theory or micromagnetic theory being out
of the scope of this letter.

Our investigations furthermore show that MOKE magnetometry has
to be treated with care. If only local sample spots are measured, which
is usually the case in a MOKE magnetometer, the obtained hysteresis
curves are not representative for the whole specimen. In case of bulk
materials, one has also to consider the surface sensitivity of MOKE
magnetometry.
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